Introduction
Shoulder pain is the third most common musculoskeletal condition, with enormous social-economic costs, resulting from a significant effect on the patient's ability to work and perform activities of daily living (Greenberg 2014) . The lifetime prevalence of shoulder pain in the general population is as high as 67 % (Luime et al. 2004 (Luime et al. , 2005 Ryall et al. 2006) . The exact cause of shoulder pain is often indefinable, partly due to the vast amount of structures potentially involved (Dean et al. 2013) . Although current evidence Abstract Shoulder pain is often a challenging clinical phenomenon because of the potential mismatch between pathology and the perception of pain. Current evidence clearly emphasizes an incomplete understanding of the nature of shoulder pain. Indeed, the effective diagnosis and treatment of shoulder pain should not only rely upon a detailed knowledge of the peripheral pathologies that may be present in the shoulder, but also on current knowledge of pain neurophysiology. To assess and treat shoulder pain, a comprehensive understanding of the way in which pain is processed is essential. This review reflects modern pain neurophysiology to the shoulder and aims to answer the following questions: why does my shoulder hurt? What is the impact of shoulder pain on muscle function? What are the implications for the clinical examination of the shoulder? And finally, what are the clinical implications for therapy? Despite the increasing amount of research in this area, an in-depth understanding of the bidirectional clearly emphasizes an incomplete understanding of the nature of shoulder pain, clinicians often use unsubstantiated conjectures to explain to patients why their shoulder hurts (Dean et al. 2013) , such as presuming a specific anatomical structure to be the cause of their pain. In addition, shoulder pain is often a challenging clinical phenomenon because of the potential mismatch between pathology and the perception of pain (Gwilym et al. 2011) . Indeed, the effective diagnosis and treatment of shoulder pain should not only rely on a detailed knowledge of the peripheral pathologies that may be present in the shoulder (i.e., rotator cuff pathology, adhesive capsulitis or labral lesion), but also on current knowledge of pain neurophysiology.
This review first focuses on how pain can be generated, propagated, and modified around the shoulder and second, it describes the way pain affects motor output and proprioception. Consequently, common clinical questions will be addressed, such as why does the patients' shoulder hurt? How does this relate to the patients' motor performance? Finally, clinical implications for assessing and treating patients with shoulder pain will be presented.
Why does my shoulder hurt? Modern pain neurophysiology applied to the shoulder: part I Where does pain perception around the shoulder originate? Unfortunately, this question is not easily answered, since the neuroanatomical and biochemical basis of shoulder pain is interminable and not completely understood (Dean et al. 2013) . To assess and treat shoulder pain, a comprehensive understanding of the way in which pain is processed is essential. Hence, a brief introduction of pain neurophysiology is a requisite for clinicians managing patients with shoulder pain.
There is a large variety of peripheral sensory receptors present around the (shoulder) joint, such as mechanoreceptors, thermoreceptors, and nociceptors (Schaible and Grubb 1993) . Historically, nociceptors were defined as receptors that respond preferentially to noxious stimuli and which have a high threshold to adequate thermal, mechanical or chemical stimuli (Sherrington 1906) . But in fact there is a large degree of overlap between the characteristics of nociceptors and mechanoreceptors (Cooper et al. 1993 ), such that nociceptors are then often defined as high threshold mechanoreceptors. Basic knowledge of the location and types of receptors in the shoulder can aid clinicians to understand the way in which tissue pathology may produce clinical pain. Unfortunately, literature regarding the distribution of receptors in human shoulder muscles is lacking and most available information is derived from animal studies. For instance, we know that the rotator cuff of rabbits has a high density of nociceptors around its humeral insertion, especially around the M. supraspinatus (Minaki et al. 1999 ). In addition, Golgi tendon organs and muscle spindles are present at the musculotendinous junction of the M. supraspinatus in mice (Backenkohler et al. 1996) . Although derived from animal studies, we see that together with extensively innervated glenohumeral ligaments (Guanche et al. 1999) , glenohumeral capsule (Backenkohler et al. 1996; Guanche et al. 1999; Hashimoto et al. 1994; Solomonow et al. 1996; Tarumoto et al. 1998) , subacromial bursae (Ide et al. 1996; Soifer et al. 1996) , long head of the biceps tendon (Alpantaki et al. 2005; Tosounidis et al. 2010) , and coraco-acromial ligaments (Konttinen et al. 1992; Tamai and Ogawa 1985) , it is clear that the amount of mechanoreceptors is positively correlated to the zones where sensory control is the most important due to increased biomechanical stress (Backenkohler et al. 1996) .
In the event of a shoulder trauma, injury or pathology, substances such as substance P, potassium, serotonin, bradykinin, histamine and prostaglandins (i.e., PGE 1 , PGE 2 , PGI 2 , PGD 2 ) will increase the responsiveness of nociceptive neurons to their normal input, a phenomenon known as peripheral sensitization (Dean et al. 2013 ). These substances are released from damaged tissue cells, the primary afferents themselves, thrombocytes and immune cells (as part of the inflammatory response), and generally work by altering the ion channel function of the nociceptive afferents. The net result is that nociceptors will be activated in response to non-nociceptive, subthreshold inputs like gentle touch (e.g., during palpation) or mid-range shoulder movements (e.g., during clinical tests of the shoulder). This can be viewed as a protective and adaptive action of the immune and peripheral nervous system, allowing damaged tissues to initiate recovery processes. However, this important physiological mechanism may impact upon clinicians' ability to diagnose shoulder injuries accurately, especially when differentiating neighboring tissues to establish a patho-anatomical diagnosis. Within this context, the subjectivity and the lack of reliability and the low diagnostic accuracy of the diagnostic tests for most shoulder disorders (Hegedus et al. 2012 ) may be explained by a change in mechanosensitivity of the tissues in and around the shoulder girdle, which might account for the often unpredictable and disproportionate pattern of pain provocation in response to mechanical testing.
Besides this physiological hypersensitivity at the site of injury (primary hyperalgesia), hypersensitivity to mechanical stimuli may also occur outside of the original zone of injury (Ali et al. 1996) , often referred to as secondary hyperalgesia. Whereas primary hyperalgesia is the result of peripheral sensitization, implying increased spontaneous activity, decreased activation threshold of the nociceptive fibers, increased responsiveness to supra-threshold stimuli, and increased local release of neuropeptides upon stimulation and recruitment of silent nociceptive fibers (Konttinen et al. 1994) , secondary hyperalgesia rather reflects the involvement of the central nervous system, given the fact that enhanced responses to afferent inputs are present in non-injured regions adjacent to or even remote from initial problem. Continuously increased nociceptive impulse activity may lead to peripheral and subsequently long-lasting central sensitization. Central sensitization is defined as "an amplification of neural signaling within the central nervous system that elicits pain hypersensitivity" (Woolf 2011) , "increased responsiveness of nociceptive neurons in the central nervous system to their normal or subthreshold afferent input" (Merskey and Bogduk 1994) , or "an augmentation of responsiveness of central neurons to input from unimodal and polymodal receptors" (Meyer et al. 1995) . Such definitions originate from laboratory research, but the awareness that the concept of central sensitization should be translated to the clinic is growing (Nijs et al. 2010 (Nijs et al. , 2014a . Sensitization of dorsal horn neurons results in secondary hyperalgesia, explaining increased sensitivity to stimuli not only in the anatomical region of primary nociception (i.e., the injured or pathological tissue), but also in segmentally related regions outside the primary zone of nociception. These alterations in the central nervous system further contribute to the poor reliability and validity of shoulder testing in clinical practice and research settings.
In the acute stage following trauma or injury, primary and secondary hyperalgesia is an adaptive response of the nervous system, preventing further damage and hence facilitating tissue healing. Following this initial stage of trauma or injury, characterized by inflammation and early tissue repair, the sensitized peripheral (primary nociceptors) and central nervous system (dorsal horn neurons) should reset to their initial mode of 'normal' sensitivity, resulting in a restoration of the dominance of the descending nociceptive inhibitory systems over the descending nociceptive facilitatory action (Yarnitsky et al. 2014) . Unfortunately, the nervous system modus fails to reset in some patients. If the primary source of nociception disappears (e.g., when tissues are healing properly and the inflammatory phase has resolved), the primary hyperalgesia often disappears, but this can be camouflaged by the ongoing secondary hyperalgesia. Moreover, in many cases the secondary hyperalgesia even spreads to segmentally unrelated areas, resulting in widespread central sensitization. In such cases, central sensitization is no longer restricted to the dorsal horn neurons, but also manifests itself in the brain and descending nociceptive system (Woolf 2011) .
In the case of chronic shoulder pain dominated by central sensitization, minimal sensory input (with or without tissue damage) could be sufficient to initiate pain perception. This may explain the mismatch between the pain experienced and the extent of injury commonly observed in, e.g., patients with shoulder impingement symptoms (Gwilym et al. 2011) . A recent systematic review (Sanchis et al., submitted data) supports an emerging key role for central sensitization in unilateral shoulder pain including shoulder impingement syndrome. This review yielded consistent findings supportive of an important role of central sensitization in the chronic pain experienced by those patients. The presence of central sensitization should not only be considered in patients with shoulder impingement, but may also be present in other shoulder disorders such as rotator cuff tendinopathy (Littlewood et al. 2013) , frozen shoulder and chronic hemiplegic shoulder pain (Roosink et al. 2012) . Still, it is important for clinicians to realize that not all patients with chronic shoulder pain are characterized by central sensitization (Schliessbach et al. 2013) . Recently, a clinical method for the classifying pain as central sensitization pain, neuropathic or nociceptive pain was developed, based on a body of evidence from original research papers and expert opinion from 18 pain experts from seven different countries (Nijs et al. 2014a, b) . These authors proposed an algorithm that may aid clinicians in identifying shoulder pain patients with a clinical picture dominated by central sensitization, rather than ongoing peripheral (shoulder) nociception.
Impact of pain on shoulder muscle function: modern pain neurophysiology applied to the shoulder-part II Nociception affects both efferent (motor output) and afferent (proprioception) pathways. A comprehensive overview on the interactions between motor control and nociception is beyond the scope of this review and is described elsewhere (Hodges and Tucker 2011; Nijs et al. 2012) . However, we will briefly consider these interactions and the clinical implications for the assessment of patients with shoulder pain. Neurophysiological reviews on nociception-motor interactions (Hodges et al. 2013; Hodges and Tucker 2011; Nijs et al. 2012) indicate that nociceptive stimuli result in cortical transmission of the motor output and affect the activity of the painful muscle. Nociception impairs motor output through central mechanisms: activated neurons in the somatosensory cortex produce a pain-dependent inhibitory input to the primary motor cortex (both ipsilateral and contralateral) (Farina et al. 2001; Valeriani et al. 1999) , and tonic muscle nociception results in long-lasting inhibition of the primary motor cortex (Le Pera et al. 2001) . Motor cortex inhibition occurs immediately in response to pain, but it fades once levels of perceived pain become stable for a given amount of time and when no further increase in pain perception is expected by the patient (Farina et al. 2001) . This implies that motor cortex inhibition reflects variations in pain perception and is no longer necessary when pain severity is stable over time (Farina et al. 2001) . Muscle pain-induced inhibition of the motor cortex excitability lasts for many hours after the recovery from pain in humans (Le Pera et al. 2001 ). In addition, the decreased excitability of the motor cortex induced by cutaneous nociception is preferentially located in the muscles adjacent to the painful area (Farina et al. 2001) .
Hence, it comes as no surprise that the nervous system employs a different (i.e., compensatory) muscle activation strategy to maintain motor output during pain. Motor changes in the presence of pain and/or injury present across a spectrum from subtle changes in sharing of load between synergist muscles to a complete avoidance of movement. The adopted motor behavior is generally presumed to enhance protection of the injured/painful tissue, at least in the short term (Hodges and Tucker 2011) .
In shoulder pain, subtle changes include delayed activation of subscapularis during arm movement (Hess et al. 2005) , redistribution of activity within the trapezius muscle during sustained shoulder contractions (Falla et al. 2008) (Fig. 1) , and redistribution of activity between synergists during reaching (Muceli et al. 2014) (Fig. 2) and during sustained shoulder abduction (Bandholm et al. 2008) . Such changes may lead to discrete changes in the manner in which movement/forces are produced in the presence of pain. Global changes include reduced function, complete avoidance of a movement or avoidance of participation in activity and are often associated with a range of psychosocial features such as fear avoidance (Lentz et al. 2009 ).
Although early theories proposed stereotypical changes in sensorimotor function (Lund et al. 1991; Roland 1986 ), individual variation is a common feature of the most musculoskeletal pain conditions (Hodges and Tucker 2011), including shoulder pain. For instance, recent work (Muceli et al. 2014) shows that some, but not all, people use the same muscle synergies during reaching tasks when pain is induced in their shoulder compared to a non-painful condition. This is consistent with the observation that some people perform a particular task in a more stereotyped manner than others (Moseley and Hodges 2006) . Those individuals with less variable motor programs seem to be more prone to develop pain as they overuse the same strategy rather than taking advantage of the redundancy of the motor system (Moseley and Hodges 2006) .
Changes in motor control could perpetuate injury/pain if the altered motor strategy or movement leads to excessive loading of tissues. For instance, a lack of posterior tilting of the scapula has frequently been associated with the incidence of shoulder impingement symptoms. It is hypothesized that a reduced scapular posterior tilt reduces the subacromial space and thus potentially creates soft tissue impingement (chronic nociception) (Struyf et al. 2011a) . There is moderate evidence that the upper trapezius shows increased activity among patients suffering from shoulder impingement symptoms, and the lower trapezius Fig. 2 Redistribution of activity between synergists with pain: a pain-free volunteers (n = 8) performed multi-joint reaching in the horizontal plane using a manipulandum, with the starting point at the centre of the circle. The subject had to reach the 12 targets depicted in a with each reaching movement lasting 1 s followed by 5 s rest at the target position before returning to the centre point over 1 s. Subjects performed the task at baseline, and following the injection of isotonic (control) and hypertonic (painful) saline. Saline was injected into the right anterior deltoid (DAN) muscle. b Representative example of endpoint trajectories recorded from one subject during the baseline (blue), control (magenta), and painful (red) conditions. Note that pain did not affect the kinematics of this controlled task. c Directional tuning of the EMG envelope peak value recorded from 12 muscles during the baseline (blue), the control (magenta), and pain (red) conditions. The "shrinking" of the pain curves of the DAN muscle was due to a consistent decrease in the EMG activity of this muscle across subjects. Other muscles also changed their activity; however, the direction of change was different across subjects, demonstrating the variability in subject response. For example, the activity of the posterior deltoid (DPO) increased during pain in three subjects while it decreased in five subjects, so that on average it was unchanged. d Representative data from a single subject showing a decrease in DAN activity with a simultaneous increase in DPO activity during pain. e In contrast, representative data from another subject show that decreased DAN activity occurred together with a decrease in DPO activity during pain. Reprinted with permission from Muceli et al. (2014) . Brachioradialis (BIO), anconeus (ANC), medial head of the biceps brachii (BME), lateral head of the biceps brachii (BLA), brachialis (BIA), lateral head of the triceps brachii (TLA), long head of the triceps brachii (TLO), medial deltoid (DME), pectoralis major (PEC), posterior deltoid (DPO), and latissimus dorsi (LAT) and serratus anterior decreased activity when compared to asymptomatic subjects . Although it is difficult to reason about this type of muscular activity change, in theory, by elevating the clavicle and by superiorly translating the scapula (upper trapezius activity), patients could perform substantial shoulder elevation even though the humeral head migrates superiorly. Some kinematic studies have even shown different movement patterns in both the painful and pain-free shoulder (Hebert et al. 2002; Lukasiewicz et al. 1999 ), suggesting that an altered neuromuscular strategy might affect both shoulders. Indeed, Wadsworth et al. (Wadsworth and Bullock-Saxton 1997) observed a significant delayed recruitment of the serratus anterior muscle on the pain-free side in individuals with shoulder pain compared to control subjects. In addition, they did not register any significant differences between the symptomatic or asymptomatic side within the shoulder pain group, emphasizing that injury at one side of the body could be associated with alterations in muscle function on the unaffected side.
Implications for the clinical examination of the shoulder: modern pain neurophysiology applied to the shoulderpart III If one translates the above knowledge to shoulder pain (testing), a broader picture appears. For example, imagine a tennis player serving for match point. Driven by exalted motivation, he steers his body force through his shoulder for his potentially last serve. Sudden pain arises at the shoulder due to a small tear in the M. supraspinatus tendon. This injury involves a variety of inflammatory mediators being released by damaged cells (as presented above), of which some may activate nociceptors and others give rise to the recruitment of other cells resulting in the release of more facilitatory agents (Costigan and Woolf 2000) . This local supraspinatus tendon tissue damage will potentially result in an increased responsiveness of nociceptive neurons to their normal input. Clinically, this patient will be instructed to rest and take medication. However, as it is "expected" from a successful athlete, he will recommence his training sessions ahead of the prescribed rehabilitation schedule, creating some additional pain, which is put aside as "no pain no gain". However, in the presence of ongoing nociception, the strategies used by the central nervous system to control his glenohumeral and scapulothoracic joint (i.e., motor control) will be clearly altered, which could create additional nociception.
If the supraspinatus muscle of our tennis player is injured, one could argue that the alteration of supraspinatus activation will be the direct consequence of soft tissue injury. However, experimental muscle nociception (i.e., hypertonic saline injections) does not appear to impair muscle fiber properties or neuromuscular transmission (Farina et al. 2005 ), yet can induce a profound inhibition of the painful muscle, refuting peripheral changes as the sole cause of altered motor output in response to nociception.
Afferent pathways (i.e., somatosensory processing including proprioception) are also influenced by tonic muscle nociception (Nijs et al. 2012) . Muscle nociceptive input is accompanied by severe reduction of position sense of the hand and by loss of stimulus perception (Rossi et al. 2003) . There is some evidence for decreased active joint reposition acuity for patients with chronic rotator cuff pain and for patients with unspecified shoulder pain compared to healthy controls (Fyhr et al. 2014) . Thus, our tennis player has recommenced training sessions, but may have reduced proprioception of the upper limb, which could further impair performance.
Furthermore, persistent pain, high expectations, performance anxiety, etc. might induce a stress response in our suffering tennis player, activating his sympathetic nervous system. Chronic amplification of tonic sympathetic activity will induce vasoconstriction in skeletal muscles, abnormal modulation of skeletal muscle contractility, irregular discharge of various proprioceptors (e.g., muscle spindles) (Passatore and Roatta 2006) . Adrenaline exerts a weakening effect on slow twitch muscle fibers due to shortening of the muscle fiber twitch force resulting in decreased development of force during subtetanic contractions (Bowman 1980; Roatta et al. 2008 ). This effect is particularly relevant in postural muscles, which are composed of a high proportion of slow twitch muscle fibers. A sympathetically mediated muscle weakening implies that the neural drive to motor neurons, innervating slow twitch muscle fibers, should be increased to produce the same motor output (Roatta et al. 2008) . In addition to influencing fiber contractility, the sympathetic nervous system is known to modulate the discharge of muscle spindles either through an action exerted on the receptors themselves or on their first neurons [reviewed by Akoev (1981) ]. Sympathetic activation may reduce the sensitivity of muscle spindles to muscle length changes (Hellstrom et al. 2005; Hunt 1960; Matsuo et al. 1995; Roatta et al. 2002) , which implies that the quality of proprioceptive information on muscle length changes is reduced, which should negatively impact on feedback correction of movements.
Several clinical tests have been described to identify lesions in specific tissues, such as the rotator cuff or the subacromial bursa; however, there is little evidence to support their diagnostic value (Hegedus et al. 2008 (Hegedus et al. , 2012 . The value of such clinical tests has been questioned (Hegedus et al. 2008 (Hegedus et al. , 2012 Lewis 2009 ) since structural pathology has been identified in the shoulder region of many asymptomatic people (Frost et al. 1999; Girish et al. 2011) . Thus, on assessment it is difficult to determine whether the patients' symptoms are due to the observed structural failure (Lewis 2009 (Lewis , 2011 .
Evaluating muscle function can be useful for monitoring disease progression or the development of secondary disorders. Since a higher risk of injury has been associated with an imbalanced muscular strength profile, evaluating shoulder muscle function may be valuable in physical therapy, orthopedics, rheumatology, and sports medicine to quantify the magnitude of strength deficits (Edouard et al. 2013 ). Both physiological mechanisms (e.g., neural activation) and muscle structural properties (e.g., muscle fiber crosssectional area) determine strength in human movements that involve maximal or near-maximal muscle force exertion (Aagaard et al. 2002; Hakkinen et al. 1985; Sale 1988; Thorstensson et al. 1976a, b) . However, it is clear that pain might interfere with muscle strength testing and potentially underestimate true muscle strength. Some patients will contract their muscles with reduced force due to fear of injury. Likewise, poor posture can place rotator cuff and scapular muscles in an altered length tension relationship that could reduce the ability to produce force during muscle strength testing (Tate et al. 2008) . However, it is difficult to either identify the amount to which pain or posture affects the results of muscle strength tests or to exclude any pain or posture effect. Concerning posture, scapular positioning may be abnormal in patients with shoulder pain (Struyf et al. 2011a, b) , and manual scapular repositioning tests can increase shoulder muscle strength (Tate et al. 2008) .
Although pain-induced changes in muscle activation are often accompanied by changes in motor output including decreased maximum force (Graven-Nielsen et al. 2002) , decreased force steadiness (Bandholm et al. 2008; Muceli et al. 2011) , and decreased movement speed (Bank et al. 2013) , for conditions with relatively low mechanical demand, the motor output may not change and the task can be executed in the same manner in the presence of pain (Falla et al. 2007; Muceli et al. 2014; ). This is likely due to a redistribution of activity among synergistic and antagonist muscles. Furthermore, pain may induce a spatial redistribution of activity within the same muscle (decreased firing of some motor units and increased firing of others, de-recruitment of some motor units and recruitment of a new population of motor units) (Falla et al. 2009; ). Thus, testing of tasks with low mechanical demand may be difficult to evaluate due to such compensatory activity. These observations account for deep muscle pain as well as for pain induced in non-muscular tissue ).
Clinical implications for therapy: modern pain neurophysiology applied to the shoulder-part IV A common intervention for treating shoulder pathology is active exercise (van der Heijden 1999). Programs of supervised exercise provide a clinical benefit both in the short and long term when compared to no treatment or placebo treatment (Brox et al. 1999; Ginn et al. 1997) . However, response to exercise is highly variable with responses ranging from excellent outcome to no relevant benefit. People that respond well are likely to be individuals where peripheral nociceptive input is continuing to drive their experience of pain. In contrast, it is important to recognize that people with shoulder pathology who do not respond to exercise interventions or other treatments, such as injections or surgery, may have central sensitization driving their pain experience (Gifford 1998; Gwilym et al. 2011) . Since activation of descending nociceptive inhibition reduces nociceptive input to the central nervous system, motor output may be (at least partly) enhanced in these patients when nociception is reduced/alleviated (Nijs et al. 2012 ). As explained above, chronic nociception inhibits motor output. Thus, motor retraining during chronic nociception might be fruitless. A possible solution to this problem is manual joint mobilization, virtual reality or conventional TENS or medication immediately followed by, or combined with, motor control retraining as it might enable effective motor control retraining (Nijs et al. 2012) . Despite the increasing amount of research in this area, an in-depth understanding of the Fig. 3 Effect of nociception on motor output, resulting in additional nociception bidirectional nociception-motor interaction is still far from being achieved. Many questions remain, especially related to the treatment of nociception-motor interactions.
Conclusions
Despite the increasing amount of research in this area, an in-depth understanding of the bidirectional nociceptionmotor interaction is still far from being achieved. However, based on current evidence, nociception activates a paindependent inhibition of the primary motor cortex, resulting in a change in motor strategy around the shoulder. Consequently, this altered movement pattern can lead to overload of peripheral structures, potentially creating more nociceptive input to the somatosensory cortex (Fig. 3) . Clinically, these patients will present alterations in their proprioceptive capacities around the shoulder, e.g., a reduced position sense or force sensation.
